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Calculation of Multiple Ionization Cross Sections for Helium 

and Neon Atoms Excited by Protons 

Toshio KUSAKABE* 

The ionization probabilities in terms of binary-encounter approximation (BEA) are 
used to calculate the multiple ionization cross sections for helium and neon bombarded 
by protons. The production cross section of slow recoil ions and of neon with ls22s2 

2p4, ls翌s2p5 and ls22s02p6 configulations are given as a function of proton energy, and 
are discussed in comparison with the experimental data. 

1. Introduction 

When a heavy ion passes through a target substance, the target atoms are coulomb-ex
cited and emit characteristic X-rays1> ,2> or Auger electrons3> , 4> . These radiations are more or 
less composed of a number of satellite lines due to "multiple ionization". 

Although many authors have intensively studied on inner-shell ionization processes, few 
works on outer-shell ionization or slow ion formation have been reported. Fedorenko et az.s> 
have directly measured recoil ions produced by heavy ion incidence. Several authors6> -s> have 
investigated the processes of slow ion creation for noble gases bombarded by protons. How
ever, these earlier works have been done only experimentally and no theoretical considerations 
have been made. 

On the other hand, the inner-shell ionization has been theoretically treated by Born ap
proximation9> , binary-encounter approximation (BEA) 10> and semi-classical approximation 
(SCA) w . The cross sections for multiple inner-shell ionization have been calculated by Han
steen et al. 12> and McGuire et al. 13>-15> by employing independent electron mode]16> . Recently, 
multiple electron removal cross sections for highly stripped ions have been computed by clas
sical-trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method 11> or energy-deposition model (ED model) 18> . 
These calculated values for heavy ion-atom collisions have shown reasonable accordance with 
the existing experimental data. However, the multiple ionization in the cases of light ion im
pact has not been shown. 
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Therefore in this paper, the multiple ionization cross sections of helium and neon collided 

with protons are presented using the ionization probability P (b ) in terms of the BEA model. 

The results are compared with the experimental values. 

2. Theoretical 

2 .1 Binary encounter approx1ma tion (BEA) 

The earliest BEA calculation has been done by Grizinski19i for several fundamental atomic 

collision processes. The cross sections are derived by integrating an approximate two-body 
coulomb scattering cross section over the density distribution for an atomic electron. As 
schematically shown in Fig. 1, the two-body scattering cross section a- (vi, も） between a pro
jectile and a free electron is obtained by averaging over an allowed energy transfer △ E, 
namely 

Emax 
<F(Vi,V2) = J dび

Emin虚
d△ E, 

1 E=-MVi' 
2 

z
 

；入 :'t1

(1) 

where v1 and v2 are the velocities of projectile and 

free electron, respectively. This analytical closed 
form has been given after Gerjuoy2D . In the case of 

ionization, the notation Emax is equal to the projectile 
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the electron binding energy of the n-th shell, m is 

,/J(r)。,/J(V,(r)) .... :: 笠沿':予叉’・: • · the electron mass. Thus the cross section for 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the 
BEA model. A projectile with 
charge z and velocity v; interacts 
with a shell electron having veloc
ity v2, which is characterized by a 
density distribution p(r) or p(v2(r)) 
with respect to a target nucleus 
with charge Z. 

f
oo

4冗v�p(v2)dv2 = l.
゜

single electron ionization is expressed by 

o- (Vn) = 1
=

4呵p(v如(v;,Vz)dv2, (2) 
゜

where V戸v;/v2 is the scaled velocity and p Cv2) is 

the electron density distribution in momentam 
space. The p (v2 ) should be normalized as 

(3) 

2. 2 lmpac t parameter formulation 

The ionization cross section can also be expressed as follows by introducing the impact 

parameter b (see Fig. 1) , 

= 
<r(Vn) = f 加bP(b, V)db, 

゜
(4) 

where P (b, V n) is the ionization probability per electron in a given shell. 

McGuire14> has transformed eq. (2) to the rectangular coordinate space by using classical 

conservation low of energy or Hansen's quantum mechanical relation, and has derived the ioni

zation probability comparable to eq. (4). The result is 
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(5) 

By applying hydrogenic density distributions for filled shells, he has got an usefull scaling 
law, namely 

P./z (b,Vn) =(f)
2
P口/Zー1(b, Vふ (6) 

where z is the projectile atomic number, Z the effective nuclear charge number of target atom 
and 

Z=n (Un/13.6) 1/2, 
(7) 

n being the principal quantum number. The scaled velocity Vn for an n-th orbital electron 
is then given by 

Vn = V1/V2= (mE1/MUn)V2, (8) 

where M is the projectile mass. 
Therefore in the BEA model, the ionization probabilities together with the cross sections 

are universally treated by using the binding energy Un. McGuire has presented the tables of 
Pzー l/Zョ(b, V n) for ls orbital (see Ref. 14) and 2s and 2p orbital electrons (see Ref. 15). 
One can use his tables in calculating the ionization cross sections for arbitrary shell elec
trons. 

2.3 Multiple ionization 
In order to explain multiple ionization, several authors12> -14> have introduced an indepen

dent electron model, in which single electron removals are statistically superposed in ion 
atom collisions, thus a binomial distribution for charge spectrum is given. 

If we consider a particular atomic shell S containing N electrons, the multiple ionization 
probability P ッ ( b) for removing v electrons are given by 

P. (b) ={�}Ps (b) "[1-Ps(b) JN-•, (9) 

N where { } is the binomial coefficient and Ps (b) is the electron removal probability for an 
ッ

S-shell electron. Therefore the cross section for removing k among K electrons of the first 
shell, l among L of the second shell, m among M of the third shell, ……is represented by 

びk, 1,m, …=f加bdb{lf}腔(1-P心 K-k

弔｝巧 (1-P是 l

x 誓}P; (l-PM)M-m

X·········' (10) 

where PK, PL, PM, ……are the electron removal probabilities for the K, L, M, . .. …shells, re
spectively. By neglecting the rearrangement of target electrons, we can get the cross section 
for producing i-th charged target ion as follows: 

<Ti = I:; <Tk, I, m," ・・・·. (11) 
k+ l +m+・ ・ •一 i
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3. Results and discussion 

3 .1 Proton-excited helium 
Since helium atom has only two ls electrons, eq. (11) becomes 

p on He 
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Fig. 2 Theoretical and experimetal cross sections 
for singly and doubly ionized helium born
barded with protons. Solid curves are the
oretical. Circles and triangles are experi
mental for He+ and He2+, respectively. 

グi = J加bdb{fl凡s(b) i[l-P1s(b)]炉i

(i=l,2). (12) 

The calculated results are shown in Fig. 
2 by solid curves. In the same figure are 
depicted three experimental data, which are 
consistent each other. The observed cross 
sections for the formation of 1 + helium ion 
are fairly well reproduced by the calculation 
over the wide range of energy. On the con
trary, the measured 2+ cross sections heavily 
underestimate the computed ones by an order 
of magnitude. The reason will be discussed 
later. 

10 

3 .  2 Proton-excited neon 

In the case of neon atom, the K -shell 
ionization probability PK (b) is much smaller 
than the L-shell probability PL (b). If PK (b) 
{l , we have 

g}氏(b)2[1-PK(b)JO哨｝凡(b)[l-PK(b) J

喝｝氏 (b) 0[1-PK (b) ]2=1. U3) 

This means that the computation is meaningful only for the L-shell electrons, but the L1, L11 
and Lm subshells should be taken into account. 

Since the binding energies of the L11 and Lm subshells are close enough, eq. (11) becomes 

炉 m十弓ーJ加bdb{�}凡s(b)呵l-P2s(b)J2-m 

x {6}和(b) "[ l-P2P(b) JG-n, ” 
(m = l,2; n= l,2,·····, 6; i = l, 2,·····, 8) U4l 

where P2s=Pu and P2p =Prn =Prn1. 
The calculated cross sections for Ne+, Ne2+, …， NeG+ production are shown in Fig. 3 by 

solid curves, and the measured values are compared in the same figure. Although the Wex-
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Fig. 3 Theoretical and experimental cross sections 
for singly and multiply ionized neon born
barded with protons. Solid curves are 
theoretical. Circles, triangles and squares 
are experimental for Ne+, N色 and N的，
respectively. 

Fig. 4 Theoretical and experimental cross 
sections for producing Ne2+ (Ne III) 
with the ls吃s吃p4, ls吃s2炉and ls2 2 
s02p6 configulations in the case of 
p + Ne collision. Solid curves are 
calculated ones. Solid circles are 
experimental after Beyer et al. 

Jar's experimental data for 1 +, 2+ and 3+ neon are well explained by the calculation at 1-5 
MeV in energy, the 2+ and 3+ values observed at the lower energies heavily deviate from 
the theoretical treatment. Such a deviation is similarly seen for He2+ ions, as seen Fig. 2. 

In order to compare the calculation more precisely with the experiment, the recent spec
troscopic data of Beyer et az.rn are introduced. The partial cross sections for Nez+ (NeIII) 
production are calculated for ls22s2 2p4. ls22s2p5 and ls22s02p6 configurations and the results 
are depicted in Fig. 4 together with the Beyer's data. Only an accordance is seen for the 
1s22s02p6 configulation at around 1 00 keV, but the calculated values for ls唸s2p5 configula tion 
are about five times larger than the observed values. Since the experimental ls22s22p4 cross 
sections have not been obtained, one cannot give a deep consideration at present. 

3 . 3  Concluding remarks 
The BEA model has been repoted useful for inner-shell ionization of heavy target atoms 

bombarded with light ions. However, the present calculations indicate that the predicted 
multiple ionization cross sections including outermost shell electrons have large deviations 
from the observed values for higher charge states and at around 100 keV in energy. The re-
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ason is qualitatively explained as follows. 
The ionization probability P (b, Vn) is uniquely defined even when any number of electrons 

is removed―electrons are simultaneously released from the excited target atom. This as
sumption is doubtful because electrons drop off with some time intervals as the projectile 
penetrates through the target atom. Then the ionization probability should be modified ac
cording to the first, second, third, …electrons release. The modification would be larger for 
the later electron and at lower projectile energy. Then the cross sections for 1 + charged 
state are rather in accordance with the observed data, whereas those for more multiply 
charged states show more deviated results, only remaining the statistical behaviors. 

The BEA model cannot be applicable to the cases of heavy projectile bombardments, be
cause the probability P (b) at b=O becomes greater than unity and the calculation is meaning
less. Rather, the P (b) should be another form—step function, for example, and the pro
bability magnitude is to be decided by another way. However, the multiple ionization is fairly 
well explained by the same statistical treatment as eq. (JO). The discussion has been done by 
Maeda et al.22> 

The SCA model cannot be applicable to the outer-shell ionization because this model is 
based on quantum mechanical perturbation theory. The CTMC method and ED model have 
been used to calculate for heavy ion impacts rather than light ion impacts. 

In conclusion, the multiple ionization cross sections for helium and neon excited by pro
tons are calculated in terms of the BEA model combined with the statistical treatment. The 
deviations are found more serious for more multiply charged targets. This means that the 
binding energies of outer-shell electrons become larger as the projectile nuclear charge pene
trates through the shell. The simple statistical consideration for electron release is also 
doubtful. Therefore it is of urgent need to derive more precise probability which is appli
cable to ionization caused by both light and heavy projectiles. 
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